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SPECIAL SECTION: 
WHEELS AND TIRES 108 

WHAT FITS, WHAT HITS
What's the biggest tire you can fit on 
your four-by? Our annual Tire Fit-

112 ment chart will tell you 

GEARING AND TIRES-This 
comprehensive chart can help you 
decide what ring and pinion you 
need _after you've swapped in more

12 omassive meats 

VARIABLE GEARING 
DEVICES-In which the 
estimable Mr. Nylund reveals "rub-

12 6 ber gearing" tips for go-slow 
'wheeling 

PRODUCT TESTS: SUPER 
SWAMPER SSR, MT ALLOY 
WHEELS AND CHAMPION 
BEADLOCKS-We dial in a win-
ning wheel/tire combination that's l '4
grippy on highway and off 

iJ 
SAFETY SEAL-A new punc
ture-plugging kit promises long-
lasting tire fixes that can be made 
with the tire still on the rim 

AN AUTOMATIC 
BALANCING ACT-New wheel 
balancers will help keep your Jeep 
on the straight and narrow 

INSTANT WIDETRACK-lf 
you want to swap in taller, wider 
tires but don't think they'll fit, a 
set of sturdy new billet spacers 
may be just the ticket 

MEAT MARKET '99-lt's easy to 
get overwhelmed when picking out 
new treads: Our Tire Buyer's Guide 
can do the work for you 

WHEELS OF 
FORTUNE-From stout steelies 
to lightweight aluminum rims, a 
guide to the wheel world's latest 
offerings 

FOUR WHEELER 
EXCLUSIVE: 

ANNIVERSARY TECH & 
PROJECT INDEX-A catalog 
of our most popular technical and 
project build-up stories, and how 
you can get copies 
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TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE 

TIERRA DEL FUEGO '98-
Teams representing 20 countries 
trekked to the southernmost tip of 
the Western Hemisphere to com
pete on the 1998 Camel Trophy 

AXLE ALLEY-A party of trail
worthy rigs took the better part of 
the weekend to conquer this Ari
zona !rail's outsize obstacles 

PREDATOR-Only a half mile 
long, the Southwest's newest trail 
is short, but it's giving the local 
rock buggies a run for their 
money 

32 YEARS OF 
'WHEELING-Last year's All-4-
Fun Week in Colorado continued 
a long tradition of good times and 
great 'wheeling 

'ZU ZOO 1998-At this first
ever event, 15 Isuzu owners from 
all over the country gathered in 
Moab to take on hair-raising trails 
in their favorite imports 
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FEATURES 

A-LONG FOR THE RIDE-A 
hybrid of three pickups, this cus
tom 429-powered '77 Ford F-350 
is a extra-extended-cab show
stopper 

GOLD STANDARD-An 
already stout Land Rover Discov
ery receives a selection of gold
plated trail mods, allowing it to 
conquer 4+ trails in style 

CRAWLIN' CUMMINS-It's 
not every day you see a '98 
Dodge 2500 Quad Cab on Ari
zona's rocky trails, but this super
flexy full-size has travel to spare 

TECHNICAL 

STILL(EN) CRAZY AFTER 
ALL THESE YEARS-Luxury 
upgrades, not to mention 25 per
cent more torque and horsepower, 
can be yours with a custom build
up from Stillen 

140 ENGINE SCIENCE-This 

�onth
'. 

some straight talk about oil 
vIscosIty 

TESTS 

38 LONG-TERM TEST: DODGE
DURANGO-Our 1998 Four 
Wheeler of the Year wowed us with 
its capabilities. Since then, it 
served 17,000 miles of rough duty 
as heavy hauler and chase vehicle, 
and never let us down yet 

46 BEFORE AND AFTER TEST: 
OLD MAN EMU LONG-TRAVEL 
SUSPENSION-A coil-sprung 
T J gains added flex and cush 
with a new long-travel kit from 
Old Man Emu 

DEPARTMENTS 

8 RANDOM INPUT 
10 LETTERS 

18 READERS RIGS 
22 RPM 

132 RARE RIGS 

144 WHAT'S NEW 
146 CHEAP TRICKS 

147 CALENDAR 
148 CAMPING NEWS 
148 GETTING THERE 
150 TECHLINE 

155 BED TOYS 

162 REAR VIEW 

ON THE COVER: Built for the bogs as 
well as the Show 'n' Shine, this custom 
429-powered, Bagger-shod F-350 rede
fines the term "extended cab." For a clos-
er look at this hybrid, homebuilt hauler,

11 0 A BRIGHTER IDEA-New LED see Matt Ward's "A-Long for The Ride" on 
taillights showcase the latest in page 80. Cover photo by Ben Stewart & 
light technology Ken Brubaker. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS: The 1998 Camel Trophy took competitors representing 
20 different nations to the southernmost point in the Western Hemisphere for 21 days 
of hardcore winter 'wheeling. For a look at the competition, and for all the results, see 
''Tierra Del Fuego '98" on page 26. Table of Contents photo by Michael Warren. 



The. first winter 
event in Camel 
Trophy history 
was a 21-day 
race to the end 
of the world 

By Michael Warren 

T
hese rollbars are terrific," Karen 
says, gesturing at the robust cage 
of steel that surrounds us. We're 

descending through dirt, snow and patch
es of ice on serpentine road high in the 
Andes above Santiago, Chile. I've been 
on these sorts of roads before, the kind 
where I must continually reassure myself 
that I am in the hands of a seasoned pro
fessional driver. Probably about as safe 
as a drive to the supermarket, I lie to myself 

Karen's job, as support driver and 
safety officer, is to keep up with the U.S. 
Team in its Land Rover Freelander, a rel
atively low-profile vehicle better suited 
to these hairpin turns than the top-heavy 
Defenders used by the staff. 

"If we hadn't had these rollbars in 
Mongolia, we'd have been seriously hurt," 
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she explains, rather too cheerfully. As it 
happened, when Karen rolled her car as 
a competitor on the 1997 Camel Trophy 
(at a speed of about 70 kilometers q.n hour) 
her injuries were such that she only 
required the use of a morphine drip for 
three days. And in true Camel Trophy style, 
she. went on to finish the competition. 

I decide to change the subject. I ask 
her how she came to be involved with the 
Camel Trophy. She replies that she saw 
a magazine advertisement and she was 
delighted to learn that athletes like her
self were invited to apply. "It wasn't just 
about being an expert driver," she says. 

. This was Day One. 
More than 5,000 miles of competitive 

driving lay ahead, much of it through 
remote stretches of the frozen Andes. 
This was a Camel Trophy unlike any in 
the event's 18-year-history: During the 
month of August (winter in the Southern 
Hemisphere), teams representing � 
countries trekked from Santiago down 
the spine of South America to Ushuaia, 
Argentina, the southernmost city on the 
planet. In terms of latitude; it was rough
ly the same as traveling from Los 
Angeles to Anchorage. 

In a break from tradition, the '98 Camel 
Trophy event focused as much on ath
letic competition as on four wheeling. 
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Unlike the jungle and desert caravans of 
previous Camel Trophys, the competitors 
selected their own route as they snaked 
their way south, navigating by GPS, and 
collecting points for reaching any com
bination of up to 225 destinations-using 
the Freelander, or traveling by kayak, 
mountain bike or on skis. Three manda
tory meeting points gave the teams a 
chance to enjoy non-competitive activi
ties, including a mountain climb and 
whitewater rafting. 

The event served as a showcase for 
Land Rover's new Freelander, which will 
be available in the United States in 2001. 
Although quite capable on ice and snow, 
this budget-minded Land·Rover doesn't 
match the off-pavement prowess of the 
Defender or Discovery. Still, after three 
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DEL FUEGO '98 
weeks switching between the backseat 
of the Defender and the Freelander, we 
do like the latter for its car-like comfort. 
(It's also a lot less expensive.) 

Says Land Rover's Bill Baker: "Some 
purists have said that it's not a Land Rover, 
since it doesn't have low-range, but our 
strategy is to be the best in every market 
segment. Freelander is designed for urban 
use, with occasional driving off-pavement 
or in slippery conditions. If you're serious 

about four-wheeling, this is not the Land 
Rover you want." But for 21 days, it was 
the Land Rover we got. 

The U.S. ·Team consisted of Dean 
Vergillo, 30, a full-time dad from Duvall, 
Washington, and Greg Thomas, 33, a mul
timedia designer and adventure racer from 
Santa Cruz, California. They were chosen 
from 350 U.S. applicants after a weekend 
of punishing Trophy Trials in Grand 
Junction, Colorado and the week-long 
International Selections in northern Sweden. 
At the Selections, Dean and Greg ranked 
First and Third, respectively, making them 
the favorites to win this event. 

From Santiago, we drove south, using 
the Pan-American Highway for speed, 
and alternating between points along the 
Andean rim and the fishing villages of the 
Pacific Coast. For safety reasons, points 
could only be collected during daylight 
hours (using a pizza-shaped disk to 
decode a location marker) In order to 
make the most of the available time, we 
drove late into the night to our next des-

tination, where we would bivouac for a 
few hours before dawn. 

During the first three days, the points 
came quickly. When we arrived at the 
Chilean village of Pucon for a day of recre
ational mountain climbing, the U.S. Team 
was in Fourth place overall. "I feel really 
good about how we stand," Greg said, 
"but there's still 16 days left." 

Those next 16 days would prove to be 
an ordeal for the U.S. Team. Within hours 
of leaving Pucon, their comfortable stand
ing began to slip. The first location of the 
day was impossible to reach due to heavy 
snowfall-a bit of bad luck that cost much 
of the morning. While pushing east to the 
Argentina.border that night, the new sup
port driver discovered that several of his 
bags (containing food, clothing and a 
large sum of currency) had fallen off the 
Defender. A fruitless search cost us sev
eral more hours, and we arrived at the 
border station too late to cross that night. 

The next morning, we descended 
through a strange snowy forest of mon
key puzzle trees and into the Patagonian 
desert of southern Argentina. A naviga
tion error cost several points early on. 

The situation went from bad to worse 
that afternoon, when Greg Thomas lost 
control of the Freelander on an icy curve 
about 30 meters above a lake. As we 
studied the tracks afterward, we deter
mined that the vehicle was briefly on 
two wheels as it careened toward the 
edge, the pressure pushing one of the 
tires off the rim. The tracks left behind 
a frightening story: Greg regained con
trol of the vehicle within three feet of 
plunging into _the lake. 

The close call unnerved the partici
pating journalists (two were in the 
Freelander, myself and one other fol
lowing in the Defender). Progress slowed 

to a cautious pace. "The slogan for this 
event is 'One Life. Live It,' "Thomas said 
later that evening. "We're basically in 
survival mode at this point." 

By the time we arrived at the Chilean 
village of Futaleufu for a day of whitewa
ter rafting, the U.S. team's chances of 
winning had evaporated. When the Stage 
2 scores were announced, they had 
plunged to 12th place. "We knew the dam
age was going to be bad, but we didn't 
think it would be this bad," Vergillo said. 

Outside the Chilean town of Coihaique, 
we enjoyed the best four wheeling of the 
event on the muddy hills alongside Lake 
Pollux. Here, we negotiated our way through 
a post-apocalyptic landscape of ancient 
trees toppled by a decades-old inferno. 
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At one of the deep water crossings, a 

local rancher by the name of Jorge 
Bascu§an offered to share a roast beef 
sandwich and a beer as we watched the 
fun. He explained that the fires had been 
set back in the 1940s to clear the land, but 
they got out of control. "The fires burned for 
three years," he said, "even under the snow." 

After two nights in Coihaique, we 
crossed back into Argentina, this time for 
a 16-hour desert crossing. (By journey's 
end, my passport had grown fat with fresh 
stamps.) We encountered new weather 
almost by the hour, alternating between 
cold sunshine, wind-driven snow and hail. 
Outside the car, the wind blew .so hard 
and cold, it sucked the breath out of you. 

The mood of the U.S. Team seemed 
almost as fickle as the weather, and 
bounced between optimism and resig
nation. Mid-afternoon arrived without a 
single point, and the team decided to 
make a three-hour U-turn to go back for 
1 O points. The strategy was questioned 
by the latest support driver (they alter
nated at each stage), and eventually a 
heated discussion arose. At one point, 
on a deserted highway, the two vehicles 
were stopped driver-to-driver in the mid
dle of the road, debating their strategy 
for more than an hour. 

The delay took its toll: When we arrived 
at Torres del Paine late the next day, the 
U.S. Team had slipped to 14th place. 
"This is killing me," Vergillo said. At a can-
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Camel Trophy 1998: The results 

T
eams representing 20 countries competed in the '98 Camel Trophy. The teams collect
ed points by reaching any combination of up to 225 destinations, with point values

assessed according to difficulty. These included "Discovery Locations" (roadside points of 
interest) and "Adventure Locations" which required more challenging driving or the use of 
kayaks, skis, or mountain bikes. The final standings: 

Team 
1. France
2. South Africa
3. United Kingdom
4. Canary Islands
5. Portugal
6. Spain
7. Germany
8. Romania
9. Russia
10. Switzerland

Points Team 
2,593 11. U.S.
2,550 12. Greece
2,352 13. Argentina
2,252 14. Italy
2,230 15. Austria
2,215 16. Turkey
2,205 17. Denmark/Norway
2,126 18. Holland
2,110 19.Japan
2,093 20. Finland/Sweden

SPECIAL AWARDS: 
Andean Sports (skiing, et al): France Mountain Biking: Switzerland 

Points 
2,049 
2,003 
1,963 
1,814 
1,511 
1,506 
1,448 
1,445 
1,274 
1,055 

Driving: South Africa Land Rover Award (most checkpoints): Spain 
Kayaking: Italy Team Spirit: South Africa 

did moment, Thomas was even more 
direct: "This trip has been a nightmare." 

From Torres del Paine it was three more 
days to the end of the world, a naval out
post along the Beagle Channel about two 
hours from Ushuaia, the southernmost 
point accessible by road. We followed� 
dirt track through a moody landscape of 
patchy snow, frozen lakes and bare gray 
trees with the sun just a soft dim bulb in 
the winter sky. We spent a few minutes 
snapping pictures and petting the local 
dogs, then headed for the finish. 

The celebrate the end of the event, the 
City of Ushuaia had arranged a parade 
by the waterfront. A small crowd of auto-
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graph seekers came out to see the teams, 
and the band played the theme to "Rocky." 
After three grueling weeks arr the road, it 
seemed like a fair reward. The U.S. Team 
finished in 11th place, but scored Third in 
the Team Spirit category. 

"I feel really good right now," Vergillo 
said, .as he soaked up the sense of· 
accomplishment. "If I'd have been able 
to do laundry, I'd be ready for another 
three or four weeks." 

Want to compete at Camel Trophy 
'99? Applications are now being accept
ed. Write to Tom Collins, U.S. Camel 
Trophy, Dept. FW, P.O. Box 587, 
Snowmass, CO 81654. ■ 


